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About This Game

In the future, the games have evolved to the next level. You participate in the game called the Arena. Your task is to survive,
your only tool is a disk.

Your obstacles are robots developed by the scientists, and the price on your head. Try to hold on for as long as you can.
This is not going to be easy, but you knew what you've signed up for.

Features:
- A multitude of enemy types

- A huge selection of ammunition
- Tons of levels

- The gameplay is to die for
- Perfect time killer

Nothing too serious though, just several evenings of solid entertainment.
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I don't know where people get the idea that they should write a bad review about this game. I find it fun and highly addictive.
Yes it is random every time you play, but that's the whole point of where the fun is. If it were the same every time it would be
very boring, requiring no skill at all. I would rate this 9/10.. The game promised to have tons of upgrades within 6 months but it
hasn't updated for quite some time. It's extremely generic, has no variation in enemies, and rather boring. On the bright side, I
bought it for only 19 cents. It's not like it could get worse.

Also, don't try reporting bugs to the developer. Their forums are just full of malware and fake accounts.

EDIT (10\/6\/2016): Alright, over a year later and still no update. 19 cents is still too much.. This is going to be a cult classic.. Its
a good game but it could be longer.
Also there are some glitches but nothing game breaking.. quot;Awesome, I just amassed 4 infantry platoons! Time to leave
base!" *2 seconds later, enemy artillary kills all of them*. This game would be easier if I knew how to play poker. Basically it's
like Tribes but with motion controls. If you like Tribes 2 or Tribes:Ascend, download this.
To everyone else: there is no gameplay yet. Right now you just fly on terrain.
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well i would not say GOOD but i can say addicted , just tried it today and i been playing it till i completed it , a nice game to
remember the old days but the story is a little short
anyway you should try it. Forgot how addicting this game is, it's so much fun. has an unfortunate flickering thing on my screen
though... but the game itself is still awsome. Slow methodical strategy game that has a challenging but fair difficulty.. Really
great game, especially for kids.
This is how games nowadays should be made, simple and fun.

Pros:
- Runs really well.
- Superb art work.
- Great choice of controls.
- Cute story.
- Fantastic puzzles that aren't too difficult.

Cons:
- Nothing so far.

Great work Dev team :)

. This game is possibly the worst thing I have ever bought, and I have bought CS GO skins so yeah. Also this game looks good
but there is not much content it looks like oooo screenshot of apartments nope thats ONE room IN THE ONE LEVEL OF THE
GAME. Now its early access but if you have only 1 level and a early access game then it shouldnt be early access it should be
Pre-Pre-Pre-Alpha thats how bad it it. This game was boring and I think that if anyone buys it get a $$$!REFUND!$$$ after
you play it because the only reason I would replay this would to see the power ups which I didnt know about and how about
some ♥♥♥♥ing maps please I would reccomend if there were THREE levels and A BIGGER ♥♥♥♥ING MAP but this game
is obviously♥♥♥♥♥♥ I DONT wish the regret of buying this "Game" onto ANYONE.. If this game was free, I'd still ask for a
refund.

Also 99% sure the voice actor is from Google translate. Good time waster.
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